
WEBINAR FEEDBACK FROM PARTICIPANTS 

Ten episodes of webinar on Arunachal Pradesh and her rich culture and custom held from 6th Aug to 15th 

Aug 2020 organized by EBSB Cell, NITAP 

Sir, Kudos to you 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻 for taking such a good initiative to conduct webinars on Arunachal 

Pradesh for EBSB. The ongoing webinars are very informative. The speakers have provided 

lot of unknown facts and information on the insights and the culture of this beautiful state 😀 

Thank you Sir for bringing  these webinars. 

1. The organisers can conduct a language webinar/seminar on different languages of an 

individual's native state. 

2. One can conduct a language learning session if convenient, like the basics of a language, 

simple sentence formation, verbs and tenses. E.g. How to say  "How are you?, What is your 

name? What are you doing? I am eating, I was eating, I will eat...etc 

Organise more Events in future  

The topic is very good to know Arunachal Pradesh 

Nice presentation as it enhanced my thirst to roam around india particularly North East. 

Overall nice presentation 

The presentation was good. 

It was very nicely organised. 

Arunachal people use most healthy food 

That webinar was wonderful. 

The webinar was wonderful, the slides, the pictures and explanation was amazing. 

Ppt slides should be downloadable 

The presentation was nice and neatly wrapped. 

Informative and helpful 

It was an informative webinar. Looking forward for the further sessions 

One of the Best Presentation... And Information and contents were great 

I hope ki such more interesting seminar is conducted  

Nice presentation and thank you everyone. 

Everything is perfect 

Ineffable presentation. Enjoyed it 

Happy to join such a webinar. 

Thank you for the highly inspiring time with us. Your remarkable depth of understanding of 

the subject made the lecture an exceptionally stimulating and informative one. Thanks again. 

I love to visit more places in AP.  

The program is very good and important 

Nice presentation and nice topic. North-East part of India always fascinates me with it's pure 

natural beauty. 

Better than most of the webinar’s presented till now. Keep you the good work but still there is 

a room for improvement.  

It was soo smoothly run by Coordinator K.VijayKumar sir, thanks to him and all the 

participants. 

I'm interested in Tangsa language. Very informative session 

It was a wonderful session and I hope that NIT, AP will organize these kinds of programs  

more. 

Even though I belong to Galo community, I came to know about many things through this 

presentation. Thank you Gomar sir. 

It's encourage everyone 

Wonderful 10 day journey  

Thank you for organizing such a great webinar.  

 


